WHAT IS SENSORY
PROCESSING?
Sensory processing is the way our brains receive and
organize information from the outside world and our
internal bodies. Our brain then uses this information to
create a planned reaction, also known as motor output. This
is important in ensuring that we are able to sequence our
daily routines and activities properly.
There is no "right or wrong" with sensory processing - it's
unique to each individual!

DYSFUNCTION
&
DEFICITS

TOUCH /
TACTILE

THINGS YOU MIGHT SEE...

Disorganized body
Poor behavior
Poor body awareness
Over sensitive to lights, sounds, or touch
Disruption in daily routines
Toe walking
Picky eaters
Clumsiness
Constantly running or spinning
Bathroom accidents

SIGHT /
VISUAL

SOUND /
AUDITORY

INTEROCEPTION

TASTE /
GUSTATORY

PROPRIOCEPTION

SMELL /
OLFACTORY

VESTIBULAR

THE
SENSORY
SYSTEMS
Internal and
external
sensations all
make up
sensory
processing!

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
TACTILE SYSTEM
The tactile system is responsible for our sense of touch. It helps our
bodies organize and safely explore our environments. It doesn't just refer
to our hands - touch can be felt all over the body.
It helps our bodies understand sensations like...
pressure
texture
hot/cold
pain

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS
Avoids messy play

ACTIVITY
IDEAS
Messy play

Has difficulty with certain

Play dough

clothing items or

Sand

materials

Slime

Has to touch everything

Putty

Avoids hugs or touch from

Shaving cream

others

Use of therapy brush all

Unaware if hands or face

over body

are messy

Finger paint

Pressing hard when

Fidget toys

writing

Water play

Does not like bath time

Sensory bins

Does not express pain
when hurt

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
AUDITORY SYSTEM
The auditory system is responsible for hearing and interpreting sounds
from the environment. It helps us identify where the sound is coming
from, quality of sound, and tone. It tells us what direction to turn our
heads in response to the sound.
It is also is very important for the development of speech and language
skills.

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Distracted by background

Headphones or ear plugs

noises

Calming/soft music in the

Has significant history of

background

ear infections

Use of white noise

Covers their ears at loud

machine

noises or begins to yell

Play with musical

Listens to TV or music very

instruments

loudly

Simplify language when

Speaks loudly

talking to your child

Seems to be "ignoring"
others when talking to
them

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
GUSTATORY SYSTEM
The gustatory system is responsible for the sense of taste.
It helps our bodies understand taste sensations like...
sweet
salty
sour
bitter
Our sense of taste and smell are very closely related!

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Licks, chews, or mouths

Use of chewable

inedible objects frequently

jewelry or "chewies"

Limited food repertoire or

Chewing gum

"picky eater"

Vibration around

Only likes certain textures

mouth/face

of foods - crunchy, chewy,

Ice/cold to face

soft

popsicles

Fear of trying new foods

Sucking from a straw

Dislikes teeth brushing

Blowing...

Dislikes touch around

bubbles

mouth

up balloons

Loves or fears going to

a pinwheel

dentist
Frequent drooling

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
OLFACTORY SYSTEM
The olfactory system is responsible for processing smells. Our brain processes these
smells and in turn creates an output associated with it. This system also is closely
connected to our emotions, behaviors, and memories to associate smells and tastes with
other experiences.
It helps our bodies process smells in the environment like...
strong
faint
pleasurable
foul
dangerous

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Overly sensitive to certain

Play with scented play

smells and...

dough, sand, or

has a big reaction OR

putty/slime

avoids

Use scented markers

Does not notice

Essential oils on cotton

unpleasant orders or

balls

changes in smells

Scratch and sniff stickers

Limited diet

Make food together

Gagging or avoiding when

Talk and describe smells

eating

together...

Strong need to smell

strong/big

objects

weak/little
sweet
plain

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
VISUAL SYSTEM
The visual system is responsible for interpreting the information from
light in the environment and creating sense of the picture. This is
different than difficulties with sharpness or clarity of vision.
This system helps us discriminate the foreground from background,
shapes, sizes, and our position in space.
Vision plays a major role in our movements!

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Sensitive to sunlight or

Reduce visual distractions

bright lights

Play eye-spy together

Overly distracted

Organize and label

Difficulty with reading

materials

Poor hand-eye coordination

Modify lightening in rooms

Poor handwriting

(brighter or lighter)

Complaints of headaches

Use visual picture schedules

Frequent blinking or

Play catch or tossing to

excessive eye movements

targets

Looks at bright and

Copy homework from close

flashing/moving lights

book, instead of further

frequently

away

Makes poor eye contact

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
INTEROCEPTION SYSTEM
The interoceptive system is responsible for our internal system regulation
with our organs, muscles, and skin. It is responsible for sensations of...
hunger
thirst
temperature changes
bathroom needs
This works very closely with vestibular and proprioceptive senses to help us
identify body awareness.

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS
Difficulty with toileting like

ACTIVITY
IDEAS
Yoga

accidents

Mindfulness exercises

bed wetting

Heavy work activities

witholding

Abdominal massages

Difficulty with regulating

Laying on belly while

emotions

playing

Difficulty identifying if

Breathing exercises

hungry or thirsty

Visual prompts

Does not experience normal
pain/hurt
Anxiety and stress
Frequent complaints of
nausea or GI discomfort
Loves or dislikes hot/cold
temperatures

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
PROPRIOCEPTION SENSE
The proprioceptive system is responsible for letting us know where our
body is in space via position, orientation, location, and feedback from
our muscles and joints. It gives us information on our body awareness
and where our body parts are without even looking at them. It tell us
how much force we need to complete certain movements like holding,
carrying, pushing, pulling, or lifting. It is very important in our ability to
coordinate our body together!

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Bumping into things

Heavy work activities

"Clumsiness"

Crawling/rolling

Grabbing an object with too

Climbing

much force

Crashing on couch cushions

Poor posture control

Yoga

Wanting to climb or wrestle

"Copy me" or Simon Says

often

with body parts

Hard hugs

Weighted blanket

Cannot identify own body

Wearing LYCRA material

parts

shirts

Avoiding play on

Whole body squeezes

playground equipment

Jumping on trampoline

Have to look at where they

Dancing

are going/at their feet

THE SENSORY SYSTEMS
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

The vestibular system is responsible for maintaining our balance and
orientation in space/our environment. It helps us identify our movement
and position of our head.
There are two components to movements - rotation and linear
directions; these both help us explore our environments.

SENSITIVITY
SYMPTOMS

ACTIVITY
IDEAS

Gets car sick/motion sick

Play on swings or blanket

Does not like swings, slides,

swing

or other playground

Animal walks

equipment

Bounce on ball / trampoline

Loves being upside down

Yoga

Avoids having head upside

Ride scooter/bike

down/tipped (i.e. hair

Crawling thru tunnel

washing)

Sit-n-spin chairs

Always spinning, running

Jumping rope

movement

Balance beam

May be impulsive / risky
behavior
Appears to be clumsy

RESOURCES
PODCASTS

ADDitude ADHD Experts

All Things Sensory by HARKLA Podcast

Podcast

Dr. Becky Good Inside (General

AOTA (American
Occupational Therapy

Parenting Resource)

Association) Podcast

Dynamic Duo Podcast
The Sensory W.I.S.E solution Podcast
Two Sides Spectrum Podcast

Spill The OT Podcast
Rethink OT Podcast

INSTAGRAM
ACCOUNTS
@elginpediatrictherapy

@the.well.balanced.ot

@thesensorymovement

@theotbutterfly

@thesensoryproject208

@harkla_family

@functionalfunot

@allthingssensorypodcast

WEBSITES
www.candokiddo.com
https://theinspiredtreehouse.com/
https://sensationalbrain.com/
https://www.andnextcomesl.com/
http://www.primitivereflexintegration.com/ritp
http://asensorylife.com/index.html
https://yourkidstable.com/
https://www.yourtherapysource.com/

